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Foreword/disclaimerForeword/disclaimer
Beware! In this talk:Beware! In this talk:

I will I will notnot review the Higgs searchesreview the Higgs searches
I will I will notnot go through the list of the observables input to the Standard Mogo through the list of the observables input to the Standard Model (SM)del (SM)
fit (or EW fit) describing each of themfit (or EW fit) describing each of them
I will I will notnot go into experimental details of the analyses I will talk about go into experimental details of the analyses I will talk about (see this (see this 
session for further information)session for further information)
I will consider the SM hypothesis I will consider the SM hypothesis onlyonly
I will I will notnot comment (unless asked to) on theory/parametric uncertainties incomment (unless asked to) on theory/parametric uncertainties in the fit the fit 
(see previous talk) (see previous talk) 
I will almost I will almost notnot comment (unless asked to) on the LHC potential (tomorrow sessiocomment (unless asked to) on the LHC potential (tomorrow session), n), 
ending my perspectives at the years 2007ending my perspectives at the years 2007--20092009

On the other hand:On the other hand:

I will try to give space to both the ways in which the I will try to give space to both the ways in which the SM HiggsSM Higgs is searched for is searched for 
today: directly (LEP, today: directly (LEP, TevatronTevatron) and indirectly (EW fit)) and indirectly (EW fit)
I will briefly review the hottest I will briefly review the hottest contradictionscontradictions in the EW fit at presentin the EW fit at present
I will focus on the I will focus on the most interestingmost interesting (and (and sensitivesensitive to the Higgs mass) parameters to the Higgs mass) parameters 
I will focus on those SM parameters and inputs to the EW fit whI will focus on those SM parameters and inputs to the EW fit which are ich are more likely more likely 
to evolveto evolve in the prein the pre--LHC era  LHC era  
I will try to give an I will try to give an unbiased pictureunbiased picture of what the Higgs constrain (or discovery) can of what the Higgs constrain (or discovery) can 
be at the start of the LHC and a bit further ahead be at the start of the LHC and a bit further ahead 

Basically a talk on Basically a talk on TevatronTevatron?  Maybe?  Maybe……



FastFast, , fastfast, , fastfast……
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SM Higgs direct search at LEPSM Higgs direct search at LEP

Final states   Final states   bbqqbbqq bbbbνννν bbllbbll ττττqq  qq  

BR(%)          BR(%)          60%    19%   6%     8%60%    19%   6%     8%

Search mainly in ZHSearch mainly in ZH ff bbff bb

Data   4
Bkg 1.2
Sig 2.2

Important ingredients of the analyses:Important ingredients of the analyses:
High bHigh b--tagging efficiency/puritytagging efficiency/purity
Kinematical reconstruction (like W mass) Kinematical reconstruction (like W mass) 

⇒⇒ Good understanding of the detector isGood understanding of the detector is
essential (tails!)

S/N>2 for reconstructed mH>109 GeV/c2

essential (tails!)

LEP final combination:LEP final combination:
Combine 2D distributions Combine 2D distributions 

((mmHH(rec.),discriminant(rec.),discriminant variable)variable)
Use likelihood ratio test hypothesis:Use likelihood ratio test hypothesis:
Q(mQ(mHH)=)=L(s+b; mH) /L(b; mH)
The integral of The integral of --2lnQ over ranges of m2lnQ over ranges of mHH
gives the confidence levels gives the confidence levels 
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Final LEP Higgs limitFinal LEP Higgs limit
Confidence level for background and signal:Confidence level for background and signal:

1.71.7σσ excess excess (8% probability)(8% probability) over the background, concentrated in one channelover the background, concentrated in one channel
((qqbbqqbb)) and one experiment and one experiment (ALEPH, ~3(ALEPH, ~3σσ))

⇒⇒ Final LEP2 limit: mFinal LEP2 limit: mHH>114.4 GeV/c>114.4 GeV/c22 @95% CL@95% CL

Incompatibility with the
background hypothesis
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What we (think we) knowWhat we (think we) know
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LEP+SLD:LEP+SLD:

UA2+UA2+TevatronTevatron::

NuTeVNuTeV::

APV:APV:

eeee qqqq l.e.l.e.::

∆ρ∆ρ, , ∆∆r r = = f [f [ln(mln(mHH/m/mWW), m), mtt
22]]

The uncertainties on mThe uncertainties on mtt, m, mWW are the dominating ones in the electroweak fit are the dominating ones in the electroweak fit 

By making precision measurements (already interesting per se):By making precision measurements (already interesting per se):
•• one can get information on the missing parameter mone can get information on the missing parameter mHH
•• one can test the validity of the Standard Modelone can test the validity of the Standard Model
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A global fit?A global fit?

Amongst the experimental measurementsAmongst the experimental measurements
leading to precision leading to precision ““observablesobservables””, , mmWW and and 
sinsin22θθeffeff are the most sensitive parameters to are the most sensitive parameters to mmHH..

All precision All precision ““observablesobservables”” in the SM fit are calculated in terms of a small set of input in the SM fit are calculated in terms of a small set of input 
parameters: mparameters: mZZ, G, Gµµ, , αα(m(mZZ), m), mll, m, mqq, m, mtt, m, mHH, , ααss. They constitute the fit parameters.. They constitute the fit parameters.
Both observables and input parameters are constraints in the fitBoth observables and input parameters are constraints in the fit and are subject to and are subject to 
their experimental uncertainties.their experimental uncertainties.
Theory errors in the expressions of the Theory errors in the expressions of the ““observablesobservables”” introduce further uncertaintiesintroduce further uncertainties
mmZZ, G, Gµµ, , αα(0), m(0), mll are the most precisely measured input parameters are the most precisely measured input parameters ––can be seen as can be seen as 
fixed in the fitfixed in the fit--, , ααss(m(mZZ) is very well constrained) is very well constrained

⇒⇒ the dominant uncertainties come at the dominant uncertainties come at 
present from:present from:
•• The top mass mThe top mass mtt
•• The The hadronichadronic contribution to thecontribution to the

fine structure constant fine structure constant ∆α∆αhadhad
•• The Higgs mass itself The Higgs mass itself mmHH

⇒⇒ the dominant theory errors involve:the dominant theory errors involve:
•• sinsin22θθeffeff
•• The W mass The W mass mmWW
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What we measuredWhat we measured
Not a very healthy fit (P less than 5%)Not a very healthy fit (P less than 5%)

Anomaly #1Anomaly #1
sinsin22θθeffeff from quark asymmetries agree each from quark asymmetries agree each 
other and point towards a heavy Higgs other and point towards a heavy Higgs 
sinsin22θθeffeff from lepton asymmetries agree each from lepton asymmetries agree each 
other and prefer a light Higgsother and prefer a light Higgs
Separately they (Separately they (dis)agreedis)agree at the 3at the 3σσ levellevel

Anomaly #2Anomaly #2
NuTeVNuTeV measures sinmeasures sin22θθWW from NC/CC from NC/CC ννN DIS N DIS 
cross sections, and its measure is 3cross sections, and its measure is 3σσ away from away from 
the predictionsthe predictions
(feeling is that the TU are largely (feeling is that the TU are largely 
underestimated)underestimated)

Anomaly #3Anomaly #3
The Higgs boson is not found yetThe Higgs boson is not found yet

All All ““anomaliesanomalies”” concern very mconcern very mHH sensitive sensitive 
variables !variables !
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Status of inputs WC2004:Status of inputs WC2004:
mmtt=174.3 =174.3 ±±5.1(exp) GeV/c5.1(exp) GeV/c22

mmWW=80.426 =80.426 ±±0.034(exp) GeV/c0.034(exp) GeV/c22

mmZZ=91.1875 =91.1875 ±±0.0021(exp) GeV/c0.0021(exp) GeV/c22

ΓΓZZ=2.4952 =2.4952 ±±0.0023(exp) 0.0023(exp) GeVGeV

All world data included 

260
38 /96 cGeVmH

+
−=⇒

mmHH<219 GeV/c<219 GeV/c22 @95% CL@95% CL

((δδmmHH/m/mH H ≈≈ 51%)51%)

Small impact of Small impact of NuteVNuteV in the minimumin the minimum

35% shift in m35% shift in mH  H  for 5 GeV/cfor 5 GeV/c22 (1(1σσ) shift in m) shift in mtt !!

direct

indirect

EX
CL

UD
ED

Where we wereWhere we were

SM predictions SM predictions 
from ZFITTER from ZFITTER 
and TOPAZ0 and TOPAZ0 
programsprograms

Direct and indirect data Direct and indirect data favourfavour a light Higgs !a light Higgs !



Not Not thethe idealideal oneone……
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Are we satisfied?Are we satisfied?

pushing mH down pushing mH up

beware: logarithmic scale !

A global fit can sometimes hide strikingA global fit can sometimes hide striking
discrepanciesdiscrepancies……

Constraint on Constraint on mmH H from each pseudofrom each pseudo--
observable from a 5 parameter fit whereobservable from a 5 parameter fit where
∆α∆αhadhad, , ααss(m(mZZ), m), mZZ, m, mtt are fixedare fixed

There are only the There are only the hadronichadronic asymmetries asymmetries 
and the and the NuTeVNuTeV result that are pushing result that are pushing 
for a high Higgs massfor a high Higgs mass
They seem to contradict the result fromThey seem to contradict the result from
other measurements like Aother measurements like All or mor mWW. . 

Beware: this is an old plot already !Beware: this is an old plot already !

ConstraintConstraint fromfrom
thethe global fit global fit 
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The The ChanowitzChanowitz point of viewpoint of view

90% CL m90% CL mH H (GeV/c(GeV/c22))
mmWW 10<m10<mHH<161<161
AALRLR 10<m10<mHH<122<122
AAFBFB

bb 130<m130<mHH<1200<1200

statistical fluctuation?statistical fluctuation?
new physics?new physics?
underestimated correlated systematic?underestimated correlated systematic?
why not in the why not in the AAFBFB

qq ??

The poor consistency of the mThe poor consistency of the mHH sensitive sector (sensitive sector (mmWW,A,ALRLR,A,AFBFB
bb) is cause for concern in) is cause for concern in

assessing the reliability of the SM predictions of massessing the reliability of the SM predictions of mHH..

RemovingRemoving thethe hadronichadronic asymmetriesasymmetries fromfrom thethe fitfit
(i.e. (i.e. oneone assumes assumes therethere isis an an unknownunknown large large 
systematicsystematic errorerror) ) makesmakes thethe fit fit veryvery goodgood, but , but 
inconsistentinconsistent withwith direct direct searchsearch data !data !

all dataall data
all all datadata--AAFBFB

qq--NuTeVNuTeV
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Did I tell the whole truth?Did I tell the whole truth?
Not really! On the (suspicious) date of the 1st April a new Not really! On the (suspicious) date of the 1st April a new TevatronTevatron combined combined 
top mass was produced with consequent effect on the top mass was produced with consequent effect on the ““blueblue--bandband”” plotplot……

ReadyReady for a dancing for a dancing blueblue bandband in in thethe nextnext yearsyears !!!!!!



mmt sinsin22θθeff
tmmW effW

YesYes, ok, ok……
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TevatronTevatron now and in the futurenow and in the future
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03Sounds fineSounds fine……
>450/pb delivered>450/pb delivered
>350/pb on tape>350/pb on tape
Data taking efficiencyData taking efficiency
routinely about 85%routinely about 85%

∆∆Lumi~6%Lumi~6%

TevatronTevatron project plan project plan 
((http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/upgradeplan/http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/upgradeplan/))
Run IRun I 19921992--19951995 80/pb 80/pb (E(ECMCM=1.8 =1.8 TeVTeV))
Run Run IIaIIa in progressin progress 300/pb FY2003 300/pb FY2003 (E(ECMCM=2 =2 TeVTeV))
Run Run IIbIIb 4.4/fb to 8.6/fb by FY20094.4/fb to 8.6/fb by FY2009
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““realisticrealistic”” prepre--LHC regionLHC region

http://www.fnal.gov/pub/now/upgradeplan/
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Direct search at the Direct search at the TevatronTevatron
TheThe direct SM direct SM HiggsHiggs searchsearch atat thethe TevatronTevatron isis basedbased on W/Z+H productionon W/Z+H production

OverwhelmedOverwhelmed by large QCD backgroundby large QCD background

LeptonicLeptonic decaydecay channelschannels ofof W W andand Z Z 
provideprovide excellent signatureexcellent signature

mmHH<2m<2mWW mmHH>2m>2mWW
bb--taggingtagging lepton id.lepton id.

didi--jetjet massmass resolutionresolution missingmissing EETT

llννbbbb

100 100 timestimes thethe
HiggsHiggs signalsignal

ChannelsChannels: : llbbllbb, , ννννbbbb,l,lννbbbb

No No evidenceevidence for for HiggsHiggs production production willwill bebe
possible in a single production possible in a single production channelchannel,,
combinationcombination isis neededneeded
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Discovery potential at the Discovery potential at the TevatronTevatron

HH→→bbbb H H →→WWWW

In In thethe realisticrealistic prepre--LHCLHC scenarioscenario
95% exclusion 95% exclusion limitlimit cancan reachreach
130 130 GeVGeV/c/c22, a 3, a 3σσ excessexcess cancan//
shouldshould bebe visible if mvisible if mHH<120 <120 GeVGeV/c/c22

updated

updated

New New curvescurves withwith updatedupdated
analyses (analyses (andand detectorsdetectors!).!).
No No systematicssystematics includedincluded
(maximum (maximum effecteffect estimatedestimated to to bebe 20%)20%)
Conclusions do Conclusions do notnot change change 
significantlysignificantly: a 5: a 5σσ discoverydiscovery seemsseems
out out ofof range, butrange, but……
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AroundAround--thethe--corner SM Higgscorner SM Higgs
WH+ZH, 115 WH+ZH, 115 GeVGeV/c/c22, , nono systematicssystematics If If thethe HiggsHiggs isis veryvery close to 115 close to 115 GeVGeV/c/c22, , 

A 3A 3σσ excessexcess cancan bebe seenseen withwith onlyonly 3/fb.3/fb.
8/fb or more 8/fb or more neededneeded for a 5for a 5σσ discoverydiscovery..

FY2009FY2009

prepre--LHCLHC

Fraction Fraction ofof pseudopseudo--experimentsexperiments satisfyingsatisfying
a certain a certain criteroncriteron for for mmHH=120 =120 GeVGeV/c/c22..
ExampleExample: : therethere isis a a probabilityprobability betweenbetween 20 20 andand 50% 50% 
thatthat TevatronTevatron willwill have have atat leastleast a 3a 3σσ excessexcess beforebefore
LHC if LHC if thethe HiggsHiggs massmass isis 120 120 GeVGeV/c/c22..
ExampleExample 2: 2: therethere isis a a probabilityprobability ofof 30% 30% thatthat
TevatronTevatron willwill have have discovereddiscovered thethe HiggsHiggs in 2009 if in 2009 if thethe
HiggsHiggs massmass isis 120 120 GeVGeV/c/c22. . 

FY2009FY2009

prepre--LHCLHC

95% 95% limitslimits

33σσ excessexcess

55σσ discoverydiscovery
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Near future of mNear future of mtt

TevatronTevatron
TevatronTevatron onlyonly, , throughthrough thethe analyses analyses ofof
didi--leptonlepton eventsevents or lepton+jet or lepton+jet fromfrom thethe
decaydecay ofof thethe WsWs

StatusStatus ofof inputs (inputs (preliminarypreliminary):):
mmtt=(178.0 =(178.0 ±± 2.7 2.7 (stat)(stat) ±± 3.3 3.3 (syst)(syst)) ) GeVGeV/c/c22

((latestlatest TevatronTevatron updatedupdated combinationcombination –– RunIRunI data)data)
mmtt=(175 =(175 ±± 17 17 (stat)(stat) ±± 8 8 (syst)(syst)) ) GeVGeV/c/c22

(CDF (CDF didi--leptonsleptons –– RunIIRunII data)data)
mmtt=(178=(178+13+13

--99 (stat)(stat) ±± 7 7 (syst)(syst)) ) GeVGeV/c/c22

(CDF lepton+jets (CDF lepton+jets –– RunIIRunII data)data)

Perspectives: Perspectives: justjust a a mattermatter ofof statisticsstatistics ((alsoalso for for thethe main main systematicssystematics) ) andand optimizedoptimized
use use ofof thethe availableavailable informationinformation
OneOne TevatronTevatron experimentexperiment alonealone expectsexpects 500 500 bb--taggedtagged tt l+jets tt l+jets eventsevents/fb:/fb:
⇒⇒ 22--3 3 GeVGeV/c/c22 cancan bebe expectedexpected for for thethe TevatronTevatron combinedcombined value value perper 22--4/fb4/fb
In 2009, if In 2009, if thethe upgrade plan upgrade plan isis respectedrespected, an , an errorerror on on mmtt ofof 1.5 1.5 GeVGeV/c/c22 fromfrom TevatronTevatron

alonealone isis expectedexpected
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Near future of mNear future of mWW

OneOne TevatronTevatron experimentexperiment alonealone expectsexpects::
δδmmWW=55 =55 (stat)(stat) ±± 80 80 (syst)(syst) MeV/cMeV/c22 per 100/pbper 100/pb
Statistics and Statistics and systematicssystematics approximately approximately 
scale with Nscale with N--1/21/2

⇒⇒ 40 40 MeVMeV/c/c22 (exp)(exp) per experiment are expected per 2/fbper experiment are expected per 2/fb
(that makes about 30 (that makes about 30 MeVMeV/c/c22 CDF+D0 CDF+D0 combinedcombined))
⇒⇒20 20 MeVMeV/c/c22 combinedcombined cancan bebe in in thethe reackreack for 4/fbfor 4/fb

In 2009, if In 2009, if thethe upgrade plan upgrade plan isis respectedrespected, an , an errorerror
on on mmWW ofof 15 15 MeVMeV/c/c22 fromfrom TevatronTevatron alonealone isis expectedexpected

( )φν ∆−= cos12 TT
l

T
W ppm

LEP LEP isis completingcompleting itsits W W massmass analyses+analyses+
combinationcombination
BottleneckBottleneck in in thethe systematicsystematic part part ofof thethe
fullyfully hadronichadronic channelchannel: FSI !: FSI !
Not Not easyeasy to to saysay whatwhat willwill bebe thethe final final errorerror, , 
hereafterhereafter I I willwill assume assume itit willwill stick tostick to
40 40 MeVMeV/c/c2  2  ((notnot unrealisticunrealistic, , anywayanyway……)!!!! )
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Near future of sinNear future of sinθθWW ::NuTeVNuTeV

http://home.http://home.fnalfnal..govgov/~/~gzellergzeller//nutevnutev..htmlhtml##NLOQCDCorrectionsNLOQCDCorrections, linked from the main , linked from the main NuTeVNuTeV pagepage

WRL gg
XNXN

XNXNR θ
µνσµνσ
ννσννσ 222 sin

2
1

)()(
)()(

−=−=
→−→
→−→

= +−

NCCC
⇒ sinθW = 0.2277 ± 0.0013(stat) ± 0.009(syst)

Global SM fit: 0.2227 ± 0.00037 

sin2θW ≡1- m2W/m2Z ⇒ m2W =  80.14 ±0.08 GeV/c2

•• PDFsPDFs at ~LO, should be updated     at ~LO, should be updated     (work ongoing(work ongoing……))
•• Asymmetries: sAsymmetries: s--~0.002 agrees with theory and with the ~0.002 agrees with theory and with the 

rere--analysis of old DIS analysis of old DIS ννN N data, could explain 1/3 of the data, could explain 1/3 of the 
discrepancydiscrepancy

•• IsospinIsospin violations (uviolations (upp(x)(x)≠≠ddnn(x)) within the experimental (x)) within the experimental 
reach could also explain 1/3 of the discrepancyreach could also explain 1/3 of the discrepancy

•• Nuclear shadowing and other nuclear effect under study, though lNuclear shadowing and other nuclear effect under study, though less convincingess convincing
•• New physics/New physics/supersimmetrysupersimmetry cannot easily account for this (f.i. cannot easily account for this (f.i. GambinoGambino hephep--ph/0211009ph/0211009))
•• EW corrections should be small (small sensitivity)EW corrections should be small (small sensitivity)

““MRST MRST has performedhas performed aa global analysis including possibilityglobal analysis including possibility ofof isospin violationisospin violation [[……]] this this could potentiallycould potentially reduce reduce 
NuTeV discrepancy byNuTeV discrepancy by 11--1.51.5σσ, , although rangealthough range ofof allowed isospin violation could also remove discrepancy allowed isospin violation could also remove discrepancy 
altogetheraltogether or or make it worsemake it worse [[……]] conclusion is that existingconclusion is that existing data data allows levelallows level ofof isospin violation which could eitherisospin violation which could either
solve solve NuTeV discrepancyNuTeV discrepancy or or make it worsemake it worse””
⇒⇒If the theory error associated to the measurement does not accouIf the theory error associated to the measurement does not account for this, it is underestimated nt for this, it is underestimated 
⇒⇒Stay tuned for an updateStay tuned for an update

)(sin
2
1 2 −−−− −+−+−= scduKR Wθ

∫ −=− 1

0
)]()([ dxxqxqxq

≠≠ 0?0? ≠≠ 0?0?

http://home.fnal.gov/~gzeller/nutev.html#NLOQCDCorrections
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Near future of sinNear future of sinθθWW:: SLAC E158SLAC E158

E158 goal: E158 goal: δδsinsin22θθWW~0.001~0.001
Best Best measurementmeasurement ofof θθWW awayaway fromfrom thethe Z Z polepole
(E=48 (E=48 GeVGeV; Q; Q22=0.03 GeV=0.03 GeV22, , beambeam polarisation ~ 85%)polarisation ~ 85%)

sinsin22θθWW((QQ22=0.026GeV=0.026GeV22)=(0.2367)=(0.2367±±0.0017(0.0017(statstat) ) ±±0.0014(0.0014(systsyst))))

ParityParity violation in violation in MollerMoller scatteringscattering: : atat treetree levellevel AAPVPV==--3 103 10--77

RunRun III data III data beingbeing
analysedanalysed: : expectexpect
δδsinsin22θθWW(m(mZZ

22)~0.0015)~0.0015
by by SummerSummer 20042004

OtherOther ideasideas for for 
δδsinsin22θθWW(Q(Q22~0)~0.002~0)~0.002
atat nuclearnuclear reactorsreactors areare
aroundaround……



ThatThat’’s s whatwhat I I amam goodgood atat……
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Indirect error on mIndirect error on mHH

youyou werewere herehere

LHC?LHC?

youyou are are herehere

tW mm δδ 2107.0 −×≈
ThumbThumb--rule for similar impact on mrule for similar impact on mHH::

mmHH=96 =96 GeVGeV

Awramik, Awramik, CzakonCzakon, , FreitasFreitas, , WeigleinWeiglein, hep, hep--ph/0311148ph/0311148
(analytical expression of m(analytical expression of mWW as a function of mas a function of mtt and mand mHH
with twowith two--loop corrections. Valid at the 0.5 MeV/cloop corrections. Valid at the 0.5 MeV/c22 scale)scale)

world world prepre--LHCLHC

TevatronTevatron prepre--LHCLHC

TevatronTevatron 2009?2009?

worldworld afterafter--LHCLHC (!)(!)

δδmmHH/m/mH H ≈≈ 51%51% 45%45% 28%28% 18%18% 10%10%

δδmmWW

δδmmtt

From the improved expected errors on From the improved expected errors on mmWW and mand mtt

δδ mm
HH
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Constraining in the preConstraining in the pre--LHC eraLHC era
Weiglein, Heinemeyer

mmHH

SUSY mass scaleSUSY mass scale

MSSM MSSM ≈≈ SM SM 

ThatThat’’s s mymy personalpersonal guessguess……

ReasonableReasonable range range beforebefore LHC LHC startsstarts

Surprises in Surprises in thethe indirect fit indirect fit beforebefore LHC LHC cancan comecome onlyonly if <mif <mtt> > andand <<mmWW> > willwill change change 
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ConclusionsConclusions
LEP LEP approachingapproaching thethe endend ofof itsits inputs: inputs: mmWW atat thethe 40 40 MeVMeV/c/c22 levellevel, , nono significantsignificant
excessexcess compatible compatible withwith thethe SM SM HiggsHiggs boson.boson.
TevatronTevatron isis goinggoing wellwell. . ThereThere are are differentdifferent plausible plausible perfomanceperfomance picturespictures beforebefore
LHC: LHC: herehere wewe have have chosenchosen a range a range ofof luminositiesluminosities betweenbetween 2 2 andand 4/fb4/fb

New New TevatronTevatron combinationcombination partlypartly reconcilereconcile thethe SM fit SM fit withwith thethe unsuccessfulunsuccessful HiggsHiggs
direct direct searchessearches
In In thethe prepre--LHCLHC eraera TevatronTevatron isis thethe keykey: dancing EW fit in : dancing EW fit in thethe nextnext yearsyears ((mmtt,,mmWW))

Anomalies Anomalies herehere andand therethere stillstill presentpresent in in thethe EW fit. EW fit. 
TheThe mostmost controversialcontroversial oneone ((thatthat willwill remainremain suchsuch for a long for a long timetime) ) concernsconcerns thethe
lepton vs quark lepton vs quark asymmetriesasymmetries andand theirtheir effecteffect on on mmHH
sinsin22θθWW: changes : changes expectedexpected fromfrom updatedupdated NuTeVNuTeV andand E158 inputs...E158 inputs...

In In thethe HiggsHiggs--aroundaround--thethe--cornercorner hypothesishypothesis chances are chances are TevatronTevatron closes closes thethe gamegame
In In thethe massmass regimeregime ofof about 120 about 120 GeVGeV/c/c22 thethe HiggsHiggs willwill probablyprobably bebe a a 
LHC+LHC+TevatronTevatron discoverydiscovery
For For higherhigher masses masses onlyonly LHC LHC cancan tell, but indications tell, but indications stillstill cancan comecome fromfrom TevatronTevatron
In In thethe absence absence ofof signal, signal, thethe HiggsHiggs cancan bebe constrainedconstrained in in thethe SM SM upup to 25% to 25% beforebefore
thethe startstart ofof thethe LHCLHC
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Parametric and theory uncertaintiesParametric and theory uncertainties
In the SM fit all In the SM fit all ““observablesobservables”” are expressed in terms of a few input parametersare expressed in terms of a few input parameters
⇒⇒ two sources of errors come into play in the fit two sources of errors come into play in the fit 

•• Errors on the input parameters themselves (from data)  propagatErrors on the input parameters themselves (from data)  propagate in the fit  e in the fit  
and give origin to the parametric uncertainties.and give origin to the parametric uncertainties.

dominated by the error on mdominated by the error on mtt

•• Unknown higher orders in the predictions (truncation errors) alUnknown higher orders in the predictions (truncation errors) also addso add
uncertainties which are genuine theory uncertainties.uncertainties which are genuine theory uncertainties.

dominated by errors on mdominated by errors on mWW and and sinsinθθeffeff..

The blue band in the mThe blue band in the mHH χχ22 curve includes the curve includes the 
effect of all theory uncertaintieseffect of all theory uncertainties
There is a general consensus that it can be determined by comparThere is a general consensus that it can be determined by comparing codes with different, but ing codes with different, but 
equivalent, equivalent, factorisationfactorisation schemes or schemes or resummationresummation techniquestechniques……a reasonable shortcuta reasonable shortcut

The inclusion of higher order corrections in the codes improves The inclusion of higher order corrections in the codes improves the theory error:the theory error:
∆α∆αhadhad ––largest uncertainty to largest uncertainty to αα(m(mZZ))-- is used in two different estimations, data driven   is used in two different estimations, data driven   
((0.027610.02761±±0.00036 0.00036 ⇒⇒ δδmmWW~7 MeV/c~7 MeV/c22) or theory driven () or theory driven (0.027470.02747±±0.000120.00012))
mmww with with fermionicfermionic and and bosonicbosonic two loops correction two loops correction ⇒⇒ δδmmWW~4 MeV/c~4 MeV/c22

Perspectives prePerspectives pre--LHC: LHC: 
sinsin22θθeffeff=(1+=(1+∆∆k) sink) sin22θθWW at the twoat the two--loops (fermions and bosons) is close loops (fermions and bosons) is close ((AwramikAwramik et al)et al)

δδsinsinθθeffeff(10(10--44)) δδmmWW(MeV/c(MeV/c22))
PU mPU mtt 33 3030
PU PU ∆α∆αhadhad 11 66
TUTU 0.60.6 44
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AsymmetriesAsymmetries
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The precision observablesThe precision observables
Are the ones that at tree level depend only on Are the ones that at tree level depend only on ααemem ,G,GFF, M, MZZ,, and and sinsinθθWW

At tree level:At tree level:
GF= πα / √2 mW

2 sin2θW relation between EM and Weak constants
ρ ≡ mW

2 / mZ2 cos2θW =1 relation between neutral and charged weak coupling

The interaction of the Z with fermions is given by the leftThe interaction of the Z with fermions is given by the left-- and rightand right-- handed couplings   handed couplings   
ggLL and and ggRR::

gL = √ρ (Ι3 – Q sin2θW )       left fermions couple  with Z and γ
gR = √ρ (Q sin2θW )             right fermions couples with γ

or alternatively Vector and Axial couplings: 
gV= gL- gR ,     gA= gL + gR

gv = √ρ (Ι3 – 2 Q sin2θW ) 
gA = √ρ Ι3

AALRLR = = σσLRLR / / σσTOTTOT =       A=       Aee
=   2=   2 ggAeAe ggVeVe / (/ (gg22AeAe + + gg22VeVe)   )   

AApolpol =  =  σσpolpol / / σσTOTTOT =     A=     Af f 
=   2 =   2 ggAfAf ggVfVf / (/ (gg22AfAf + + gg22VfVf))

AAFBFB = = ¾¾ σσFBFB / / σσTOTTOT = = ¾¾ AAee AAff

σLR difference between σ for Left and Right 
handed incoming fermions

σpol difference between σ for Left and Right 
handed outgoing fermions

σFB difference between σ for outgoing  fermions
going Forward or Backward
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RadiativeRadiative correctionscorrections
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Top evidence at Top evidence at RunIIRunII
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TevatronTevatron bb--taggingtagging
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S/N for reconstructed mH>109 GeV/c2

Data   5
Bkg 3.9
Sig 3.8 Data   4

Bkg 1.2
Sig 2.2

Data  17
Bkg 15.8
Sig 7.1

>1
>0.5

>2

Mass distributionsMass distributions
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4 b cand.

HZ hyp.
mH=114.4 GeV/c2

NN = 0.997

jet     b-tag:

Z
1       0.994
2       0.78

H
3       0.993
4 0.999

A 22 GeV shower in SICAL that was giving Evis = 252 GeV
is rejected by a better algorithm :     mH= 112.8  −> mH=114.4

ELEP=206.7

ZZ hyp.
mZ=97 GeV
mZ=94 GeV

The candidateThe candidate
DALI                                                                                                      
                                                                                                          

Run=56065   Evt=3253    
ALEPH

4  Gev EC
10 Gev HC
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Observed and expected Observed and expected behaviourbehaviour of the test statistics per experimentof the test statistics per experiment
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~ 3~ 3σσ effecteffect

None of the experiment canNone of the experiment can
claim a discovery !claim a discovery !

⇒⇒ worth running another year?worth running another year?

The Higgs per experimentThe Higgs per experiment
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SM Higgs search at the LHCSM Higgs search at the LHC

55σσ

No holes in mNo holes in mHH coverage !coverage !

Discovery happens early in the game (the plots are for 30/fb)Discovery happens early in the game (the plots are for 30/fb)
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How? For an s-channel process (W, Z, W/ZW/Z, tt) m2=sx1x2 and y=1/2ln(x1/x2)

);,( 2
21,

, QxxpdfL
dy

d
dy

dN
ggqq

XggqqX ••= →σ

From the shape of y differential crossFrom the shape of y differential cross--sections sections 
we can constraint different we can constraint different pdfspdfs
(one can measure (one can measure LL••pdfpdf))
⇒⇒ Single W, Z, W/ZW/Z can bring info on regionsSingle W, Z, W/ZW/Z can bring info on regions

of x close to of x close to tttt productionproduction
(q(q--antiq x range between 3 10antiq x range between 3 10--44 and 0.1)and 0.1)

⇒⇒ γγ or Z+jet can help in the qor Z+jet can help in the q--g caseg case
(g x range between 5 10(g x range between 5 10--44 and 0.2)and 0.2)
(x(xb,cb,c range between 10range between 10--33 and 0.1)and 0.1)

⇒⇒ WW+jet can help for +jet can help for xxss
⇒⇒ ddσσ/dy(W/dy(W--)/d)/dσσ/dy(W/dy(W++) ) ≈≈ d(xd(x11)/u(x)/u(x11) at large y) at large y

⇒⇒ All the high QAll the high Q22 region is covered !region is covered !
A few % on g and light quarks A few % on g and light quarks --systsyst. . »» stat.stat.
And 5And 5--10% on s, c, b might be reached 10% on s, c, b might be reached 

To which extent can we extrapolate from qTo which extent can we extrapolate from q--q q ↔↔ gg--g?g?

⇒⇒ xx1/21/2= e = e ±±yy m/m/√√ss

Stirling et al.

αs=0.119

αs free
(g

-g
)

(u-dbar)

Constraining Constraining pdfspdfs at the LHCat the LHC
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CDF and D0 bCDF and D0 b--quark production data show an excess over NLO theory quark production data show an excess over NLO theory 
predictions by about a factor two or morepredictions by about a factor two or more pQCD

experiment
bridge: f.i. Peterson 

fragmentation function

Replace Peterson with nonReplace Peterson with non--
perturbativeperturbative fragmentation fragmentation 
function determined from function determined from 
ee++ee-- data with N=2 fit indata with N=2 fit in
moments spacemoments space
⇒⇒ agreement with data agreement with data 

drastically improved...drastically improved...
⇒⇒ still unclear how tostill unclear how to

realistically determine arealistically determine a
systematic due to the systematic due to the 
fragmentation of the bfragmentation of the b--quark...quark...

⇒⇒ we are bound to wait...we are bound to wait...

b fragmentationb fragmentation
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Z

W

tt

LHC LHC partonparton kinematicskinematics
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LHC

Tevatron

1034

2x1033

<1032

Lumi
cm-2s-1

100 
10 
0.3 

Int. Lumi/y
fb-1

14 LHC(high lumi)

14 LHC(low lumi)

2 TeVatron

ECM

TeV

processprocess σσ((pbpb)) Events/sEvents/s Events/yEvents/y

bbbb 55××101088 101066 10101212

ZZ→→eeee 1.51.5××101033 ~3~3 101077

WW→→eeνν 1.51.5××101044 ~30~30 101088

WWWW→→eeννXX 66 1010--22 66××101033

tttt 830830 ~2~2 101077

HH(700 (700 GeVGeV)) 11 22××1010--33 101044

(x(x11xx22≈≈1010--33))

90%90%

10%10%

Expected statisticsExpected statistics
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WW--pair crosspair cross--section is too lowsection is too low
Single W: no direct determination of mSingle W: no direct determination of mWW possible possible 
because of the missing neutrino, but huge statistics !because of the missing neutrino, but huge statistics !

( )φν ∆−= cos12 TT
l

T
W ppm

eν

W
beam line

u

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛ +−= upp

T

l

T

ν (missing (missing ppTT))

ATLAS fast simulation

Selection efficiency: Selection efficiency: ~25%~25% withwith
••ppTT>25 >25 GeVGeV
••EETT

missmiss>30 >30 GeVGeV
••No jets with pNo jets with pTT>30 >30 GeVGeV
••Recoil |u|<20 Recoil |u|<20 GeVGeV

still 60 millions W/ystill 60 millions W/y--e after selection  !e after selection  !
(50 times Tevatron) (50 times Tevatron) 

⇒⇒ <2MeV/y as a statistical uncertainty<2MeV/y as a statistical uncertainty

fit region

The W massThe W mass
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The real improvementThe real improvement

15 MeV LHC combined will then15 MeV LHC combined will then
be reachedbe reached…… still all is verystill all is very

challenging !!!challenging !!!

Run IA
Uncertainties per experimentUncertainties per experiment

per year and per leptonper year and per lepton

Internal calibration Internal calibration 
from Z data mainly.from Z data mainly.

Need excellent control of Need excellent control of 
energy flow+ momentum scaleenergy flow+ momentum scale

After one year of LHCAfter one year of LHC
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t t
b-jet

b-jet

WW

l
ν

jetjet
BR~30%

triggerreconstruction

LHC will be a top factory:LHC will be a top factory:
O(10O(1077) t) t--pair/y, con pair/y, con σσNLONLO(tt)(tt)~830 ~830 pbpb !!!!

Golden channel: Golden channel: qqbblqqbblνν
(10(1055 events/y accounting for efficiencies already)events/y accounting for efficiencies already)

The reconstruction starts with the W mass:The reconstruction starts with the W mass:
•• different ways to pair the right jetsdifferent ways to pair the right jets

to form the Wto form the W
•• jet energies calibrated using mjet energies calibrated using mWW

Important to tag the bImportant to tag the b--jets: jets: 
•• enormously reduces background enormously reduces background 

(physics and combinatorial)(physics and combinatorial)
•• clean up the reconstructionclean up the reconstruction
•• present offline estimatespresent offline estimates
εεbb ≈≈ 40% for rejections r40% for rejections ru,du,d ≈≈ 1010--33, r, rcc ≈≈ 1010--22

Constrained fitting, statistical methods forConstrained fitting, statistical methods for
reconstructing the t will be used reconstructing the t will be used 
but it is not the statistical power that worries...but it is not the statistical power that worries...

Selection efficiency: Selection efficiency: ~5~5--10%10% with:with:

••ppTT>20 >20 GeVGeV

••EETT
missmiss>20 >20 GeVGeV

••4 jets with p4 jets with pTT>40 >40 GeVGeV

••>1 b>1 b--tagged jettagged jet

Background:Background: <2%<2%

W/Z+jets, WW/ZZ/WZW/Z+jets, WW/ZZ/WZ

The top mass at LHCThe top mass at LHC
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Constraining the SM at the LHCConstraining the SM at the LHC
Not really much with sinNot really much with sin22θθeffeff at the LHC, it seemsat the LHC, it seems……
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22
1863+

−=⇒ Hm
((δδmmHH/m/mH H ≈≈ 32%)32%)

20
1673+

−=⇒ Hm
((δδmmHH/m/mH H ≈≈ 25%)25%)

Using also Using also ∆α∆αhadhad=0.00012=0.00012

Thanks to M.Grunewald

direct

Let us repeat the EW fit only Let us repeat the EW fit only 
changing the errors on the top changing the errors on the top 
and the W masses:and the W masses:
δδmmWW=15 =15 MeVMeV; ; δδmmtt=1 =1 GeVGeV
(world combined will look better than(world combined will look better than
these ! these ! –– TevatronTevatron run II, LEP2)run II, LEP2)
(current central values assumed)(current central values assumed)

SM constraints on mSM constraints on mHH::

With experiment driven With experiment driven ∆α∆αhadhad::
EX

CL
UD

ED

Perspective at the LHCPerspective at the LHC

Chances of ruling out the SM !Chances of ruling out the SM !
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